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The former front-runner for USG
President, Syed Haq, has dropped out
of the race. Though he once held the
support of the Student Advocates party,
this changed at a recent party meeting.
Haq lost their support for his candidacy
and the party split and renamed itself
Students First.

"I pulled myself from the race the
very next day," Haq said.

However, he emphasized that his
decision to withdraw from the race was
not entirely based on politics. Haq, an
aspiring lawyer, said that he has to
study for the LSAT and focus on his ac-
ademics.

"I don't want to be a career politi-
cian;' he said. "I have other goals. Con-
tinuing to serve in the USG would hold
me back"

A member of the Students First
party, who did not wish to be indenti-
fled, said that many of the Student Ad-
vocates pulled their support from Haq
because of a belief that Haq was taking
too much credit for the party's accom-
plishments. Haq denied this charge.

"There was this slide I presented,'
Haq said. "It just listed the party's ac-
complishments. It didn't have anyone's
names on it, it just was the name of our
party and its accomplishments."?'

Following Haq's withdrawal from
the race, on Tuesday, March 16, the
USG voted to have their slogan offi-
cially changed to "Students First'." Haq
did not vote in favor of the legislation.

The slogan is the same name used "In reality, very few students will
on the ballot by a number of candidates choose to pay an optional fee, even if
running for USG this year and was the that fee is the only one that goes di-
original slogan used when Polity was rectly to creating student life on cam-
around. pus," said David Mazza, the VP of

With Haq out of the race, two can- Communications, in a press release
didates for USG president remain- about the student activity fee vote.
Matthew Graham and Adeel Anwer. At the March 16 meeting, the USG

The Press is not endorsing the Students First! Party. This is just an image of what the USG logo is.

The Student Activity Fee is also up for
approval. Voters can choose to either
keep it mandatory or have it be op-
tional. Everyone involved in student
government is in favor of keeping the
fee mandatory because the money is
used for clubs, events and to pay every-
one involved in USG.

senate also passed a resolution to fix the
flooding that occurs on the bike path
between the engineering buildings and
Roosevelt quad. The USG also allo-
cated more than $34,000 to the Student
Activities Board to put on the annual
carnival outside of the SAC.

In this USG election low voter

turnout is expected because approxi-
mately 800 students, on a campus of
more than 16,000, typically vote. David
Mazza, VP of Communications be-
lieves that the low turnout indicates
poor school spirit, and he said that
USG doesn't do much to help.

"It's partially the fault of the USG,
because we're not putting on events that
students are interested in," Mazza said.

The list of artists that once per-
formed at Stony Brook is expansive. It
includes artists like Frank Zappa, The
Blue Oyster Cult, The Ramones, Ani
Difranco and the Greatful Dead. In re-
cent years, Brookfest hasn't been able to
snag big artists, and students have been
disappointed.

"It's a shame. The USG always starts
with so much money for Brookfest,' he
said, "but I'm sure this year, as with
every other year, it'll be squandered on
lavish parties for clubs"?'

Brookfest has become a big issue in
this year's elections. Last semester, the
USG passed a bill that created the office
of the VP of Student Life, Activities and
Programming. This official was placed
in charge of securing funding for and
overseeing Homecoming, Roth Pond
Regatta, opening week, and Brookfest.
This removed control of the events
from the SAB. As a result, the SAB is
running candidates for many of the po-
sitions in the USG.

"The Student Activities Board sees
us as their enemy,"' said Mazza. "We're
just trying to govern in the best inter-
ests of the students, though."?'

Elections end on March 24.

By Rafi
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By Na jib Arniny

Five years after its inception, The
Stony Brook Independent, a student-run
online-news organization covering
Stony Brook University, has finally re-
ceived funding from the Undergraduate
Student Government. This news-orga-
nization, which consists of more than
30 members, received roughly $1,500
for a video camera, digital camera and
accessories. This is the first time in
the organization's history that it has
received funding from any outside
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pendent had applied for a new club
budget. Under current USG laws, how-
ever, the maximum amount of funding
a new club may receive is around $375.

"All they would've got was a camera
lens, so it wouldn't make any sense to
grant them any money," said USG
Treasurer Moiz Khan. After revising the
request, by creating an event and apply-
ing for a special events grant, the Inde-
pendent became eligible for funds that
the USG could supply.

While this is the first time the Inde-
pendent has received funding, an alter-

party. - " 8K B vpa e've now grown to the point S O
where we need more cameras:' said
Michael Kelly, the Executive Editor of
the Independent, "Right now we work native option to seek a USG fum

off one camera and with the size of the budget is not likely. "We don't re

club and going forward we need to have need a budget:' said Erin McKin

some stuff that belongs to the club so current news editor. 'As long as we h

that it is passed down. cameras, we're good to go"' said McK

The $1,500 grant comes in the form ley, who said it was difficult to share

of a special events allocation; the Inde- camera with a large staff.

pendent plans to hold a workshop to As for the name, that too is unlik
teach its staff members the usage of to change.
camera equipment. Initially, the Inde "Calling ourselves the Independ
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pore of an attitude on how we ing editors of the Independent.
the news, in that we're not a The issue of funding, however, did

ipiece for the administration and come up even while Nevradakis was ed-
n't print press releases;' Kelly said. itor, and was an issue debated amongst
ng the money is something we the site's founders. "The reality is that
d to do to go forward." running a publication of any kind is ex-
ke the Press before it, and Think pensive. From the beginnings of the In-
line after, the Independent was dependent, editors and staffers often
ed by a number of disgruntled paid for necessary equipment and ex-
s from The Stony Brook States- penses, from cameras, to software, to
the self-identified official campus website hosting costs, to travel ex-
ation of Stony Brook University penses, out of their own pockets;'
affers had disliked the direction Nevradakis said. "In order for the Inde-
Statesmen and wanted to make a pendent to truly compete on an even

playing field with the Press, States-
man and other student media out-PE N D..EN.4 .. lets, all of which are USG-funded in

D D :.. whole or in part, it is a "necessary
evil" for the Independent to receive
funding as well."

ublication that was open to the "I think in order to fairly report, we
campus using Web 2.0. need the equipment that we need and if
'here was a demand for a publica- the university is willing to help us get it
at would be a continuous source and we're still going to fairly report
ious, objective and high quality about the university then I think its ok,"
is news and information, and one said McKinley over doubts on the name

through its online presence, of the Independent.
be interactive and in dialogue It should be noted that The Press re-
he campus community' said ceives a budget funded through the
el Nevradakis, one of the found- USG.

Remember Tom Suozzi? Exactly
By Laura Cooper

Suffolk County Executive, and
Stony Brook University alumnus, Steve
Levy announced his switch from the
Democratic to Republican Party, in an-
ticipation of a bid in the 2010 guberna-
torial election. Levy made local news
last month for disparaging remarks
about the education he received while
studying in the Political Science depart-
ment, calling the department's profes-
sors communists. (Last issue, the Press
invited Levy to stand behind his re-
marks and debate a representative from
the department. We brought the invi-
tation to the attention of Levy's staff
with a follow-up phone call. He has yet
to respond.)

Despite having only recently an-
nounced his bid, Levy's campaign has
already amassed a $4.1 million war
chest in preparation of the upcoming
race.

Levy's major opponent in the Re-
publican primary race for Governor is
Rick A. Lazio, a former Brightwaters
resident and senatorial candidate, who
ran against current Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton in 2000. Lazio, a former
U.S. Representative of New York's Dis-
trict 2, has been endorsed by the Con-
servative party, and had been seen as
the frontrunner by many Republicans.

Though Steve Levy is a self-de-
scribed "fiscal conservative:' many Re-
publicans are skeptical about a man
who they perceive as an ideological De-
mocrat in the governor's mansion, and
question Levy's motives for changing
parties.

'Anyone who switched parties be-
cause it is politically expedient is, at the
very least, not to be trusted,' said Erich
Mauer, a graduate student in public pol-
icy. "Tell the people who you are and
what you stand for; have core values
and stand for them. Don't change or
alter them to give yourself a supposed
improved chance of winning an elec-

tion."
Levy boasts of having balanced a

$236 million deficit during his years in
office, passing new ethics rules and im-
plementing six years of tax cuts and tax
freezes, as Suffolk County Executive.
Before he held that position, Levy spent
two years in the Suffolk County Legis-
lature across the aisle from Rick Lazio.
In his most recent reelection, Levy won
county office with 96% of the vote.

"I don't think of him as a Republi-
can;' said Stony Brook College Republi-
cans President Jonathan Pu. "He
shouldnt win the endorsement on ide-
ology. But if you put Levy on the top of
the Republican ballot, the Suffolk
County GOP could pick up a lot of local
seats and take control of the Suffolk
County legislature:'

Levy and Lazio are both in the run-
ning against presumed Democratic can-
didate, and current New York State
Attorney General, Andrew Cuomo.
Cuomo has been the frontrunner even
before a combination of dismal poll

numbers and accusations of wrongdo-
ing forced current Governor David Pat-
terson out of the race.

"Electorally speaking, Levy is the
right choice;' said Pu. "Ideologically, he
doesn't belong here"

The Stony Brook College Republi-
cans are currently not supporting either
candidate, but waiting to see which
camp approaches them before making
a decision.

"I'd rather wait until the primary
ends and indirectly support Levy by
supporting local candidates:' said Pu.
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In the aftermath of World War II, a Western Europe
scarred by a protracted ground war and massive aerial bom-
bardment unprecedented in human history, faced mammoth
economic challenges. In spite of that, motivated by the fun-
damental human drive to care for one another, many of their
devastated nations took the occasion to guarantee health care
to every last one of their citizens.

In 1945, President Harry Truman announced that "the
time has arrived" for America to guarantee care to our sick.
He had proposed that we enshrine "the right to adequate
medical care and the opportunity to achieve and enjoy good
health." At sixty-five, that proposal has run into a Democrat
death panel.

The health care reform ideas coming from the White
House and congressional leaders were inadequate from the
start, even before a punishing series of compromises stripped
them of any hint of positive value. The final bill does more
harm than good.

Our health care system is a failure. It leaves too many
untreated, it favors expensive reactive medicine over smart
and efficient preventive care, it contributes to innumerable
bankruptcies and economic insecurities, it produces sub-
standard results by international standards and is unbeliev-
ably wasteful. At the root of all these problems is the system
of for-profit insurance.

A competitive marketplace of health care providers gives
people the chance to choose the best doctors. But no one
should be without insurance-without regular access to those
doctors of their choosing. Monopolistic insurance compa-
nies drive the cost of health care in America through the roof
with redundant bureaucratic overhead, advertising expenses,
obscene executive pay (one former insider drew a dramatic
line from the gold-plated silverware on the corporate jets to
all the Americans with no healthcare) and all the money that
is flushed out of the bottom of the system as profit. The right
solution was clear-a single payer system that replaced the
insurance corporations with one government plan, while
maintaining a free market of doctors.

What the Congress has given us is the plan that has al-
ready failed in states like Massachusetts. Forcing people to
buy private insurance is proven to fail on both fronts of the

Studying for the next orgo exam or waiting for the last-
minute to do your sociology thesis can cause stress, sure, but
learn to adapt and avoid getting sucked into a mindless real-
ity of affliction and failure. If that's the case, there are many
resources the University provides, such as the Center for Pre-
vention and Outreach, which deals with a number of issues
from depression to drug problems.

As the weather gets nicer and the days get longer with the
semester winding down, try to enjoy the simple moments of
the day and put perspective behind the stress in your life.

Calm down. Everything will be fine. Seriously. Life is
great. Relax.

health care fight: it doesn't get coverage to everyone and it
doesn't control costs. Single payer would do both.

President Obama recited more of his signature empty
rhetoric after House passage of the health care bills. It's hard
to count how many times his remarks were 180 degrees from
the truth. "We proved that this government...still works for
the people:" said Obama. In fact, the health care bill is a crys-
tal clear example of the suffocating grip corporate lobbyists
(who essentially wrote it) have on the US government.

He spoke of "conviction that change in this country
comes not from the top down, but from the bottom up" after
he and his allies deformed the debate. They bent over back-
wards to silence and suppress advocates for genuine univer-
sal coverage, while promoting an impossibly compromised
proposal written by the same selfish interests who should
have been the targets of actual reform.

He said the bill "answers the prayers of every American
who has hoped deeply for something to be done about a
health care system that works for insurance companies, but
not for ordinary people," describing legislation that coerces
ordinary Americans into buying coverage that is ineffectively
regulated, and potentially prohibitively expensive, from in-
surance companies.

Perhaps most dishonestly, as he frothed to his conclu-
sion, Obama said, "we did not shrink from our challenge."
Shrinking from his challenge is all Obama has done on health
care.

The Democrats made several attempts to stir emotions
by anointing the bill as the legacy of Senator Ted Kennedy.
Kennedy died this summer, but if he was behind this bill, who
lknows how long ago his heart died. Decades ago, he had this
to say: "We cannot have a fair prosperity in isolation from a
fair society. So I will continue to stand for a national health
insurance...The President, the Vice President, the members
of Congress have a medical plan that meets their needs in
full, and whenever senators and representatives catch a little
cold, the Capitol physician will see them immediately, treat
them promptly, fill a prescription on the spot...If health in-
surance is good enough for the President, the Vice President
and the Congress of the United States, then it is good enough
for you and every family in America.

The startling number of suicides that have taken place at
Cornell University have put a face on the issue of college pres-
sure and depression. In the past month, there have been three
cases of students jumping off a bridge into the notorious
gorges of Cornell. While Cornell is considered to be one of
the easier Ivy Leagues to get into, it has a documented past of
similar suicides, in addition to being one of the tougher
schools to graduate from.

But at the end of the day, school is school, and nothing
more. As students, we are faced with many pressures, which
can range from academics, personal finances or just social
pressures. This is nothing new.

While we as students may acknowledge these pressures
and how they exist, we often fail to realize the simple pleas-
ures of life, the mere emotion of happiness, or just taking a
moment in the day to relax and breathe.

James Laudano

S Alex H. Nagler
Alex H. Nagler
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E-rnail your etters to editors sbpresscom

Dear Alex Walsh,
I just read the article "Zebra Path: Victory or Bolshevism?" (which was

posted on July 8, 2008) that you wrote about the public art walkway that I
originally painted in 1981. I just became aware of recent articles regarding the
decision by the SBU Student Government to repaint the "Red-Hot Zebra Path"

back to its original colors. I like your comments about the red color that was
painted over my original design. I understand that the title "Zebra Path" is polit-
ically incorrect for the "interest of the zoological society." The reporters
adopted that name after they saw my art work and it sort of stuck after that. I
wrote a correction to the comments for the AAEZINE organization to explain
that the Zebra Path was originally intended to reflect my artistic vision of the
simple black and white yin and yang theory; but everyone called it the Zebra
Path because that was what they saw. Please contact Ja Young at AAEZINE to
read the editorial comments by me. It should be published on March 7th. If you
are on Facebook, I posted some original black and white photos on the SB
group site. I also visited the campus last summer to see the red candy-cane
lane for myself. I wanted to secretly repaint it during the July 4 weekend to sur-
prise everyone when they returned to school, but I didn't have time. I had to
return to ERAU, an aeronautical university in Daytona Beach, Florida where I cur-
rently teach English courses to international students. I added a funny story
about the controversy in my reading and writing class. We were reading a story

Dear Press,
I remember coming to Stony Brook University as a freshmen almost

five years ago and picking up my first issue of the Press. It was an in-
teresting pile of words and pictures. Some stories were true and oth-
ers were a hilarious parody of some sorts. Some articles were very
informative and others a waste of my time. There was something that
I truly loved in or should I say "on" that issue of Press. It made me
laugh and reminisce on my younger days as a child.

I was so surprised to find the same thing on the next issue I picked
up, then the next and the next...etc. The worries I had in my head
would always disappear and bring my back to the good old days
when life was full of inside jokes and long hours on Sega Genesis. As
I became more accustomed to reading the Press, I would find more
repetitive inside jokes secretly implanted into every issue. Some ex-
amples are the clown, the guy with that thing on his head from I-CON,

about the effects of public art in the United States. I showed both photos of
the red and white versus the black and white walkway to my students. They
wrote their opinions and critical analysis about the colors not knowing that I
was the artist. They had the same opinions as most of the students on campus.

I hope they repaint the walkway back to my original colors with clear, sharp
lines. I don't mind if the Alumni office or the SBU Student Government changes
the title of the plaque to give the walkway a politically correct name. In fact, it
would be interesting if they give this idea to all the students on campus as a vote
for a new name for the walkway I can't think of a better way to engage every-
one in this process. It keeps public art alive on campus. I would like to see this
as part of the repainting process. I would also love to return to SB when it is
repainted and/or renamed with my permission.

Regards,
Kim Hardiman, English Professor
ERAU ERLI

and the writer who used pornographic pictures to show sexual posi-
tions. I would always flip around to find these pictures first.

Sadly these traditions.are slowly dying. The clown only shows up
once in a blue moon and there are barely any pornographic images in
the Press anymore. The last straw came to when not once, but twice
I failed to find my beloved. The past two issues have been missing my
precious. You may have slipped more under my nose but I am very
dissatisfied with how the Press has been working lately. Do not forget
that the last finishing touches are the most crucial. Bring back the Death
Egg Zone! God Damn It! Put the Fucking Death Egg Zone back on the
last page of the Press!

Love,
Concerned

RETRACTIONS & CORRECTIONS:
In Issue 10.5 of The Press, we made several errors with Tahir Ahmad's name. Ahmad, a USG senate candidate in the College of Arts and

Sciences, was called Ahmed Tahir, a grave oversight on our part. Our deepest and sincerest apologies for that. The correction will be made in
the web version of our issue.

In addition, in that same issue, photographer Shaun Uddin wasn't credited for his photo contribution for the cover image. Our apologies fo
that oversight as well. The correction will be made in the web version of the issue.

The responsible parties have been severely beaten for their transgressions. That'll learn 'em!
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Tele fun d Still MaMoey

By An a x l aFus

Behind a metal door in the dimly
lit hallway of Kelly Dining Hall is the
Telefund office, bustling with activity.
Employees make calls and take down
pledges. The atmosphere is relaxed and
the room is filled with computers that
haven't been updated since the 90s.

The Telefund is a student-run
fundraising center that solicits dona-
tions from alumni, parents, community
members and supporters of Stony
Brook University. "We are one of the
only programs on campus that brings
in more money then we spend," said
Pete Lambro, student manager for the
Telefund.

The Telefund is part of the univer-
sity's Advancement Department and all
donations are managed through the
Stony Brook Foundation. The funds re-
ceived by the foundation support every
aspect of university endeavors, includ-
ing: research, education, public service,
faculty and student development, eco-
nomic and cultural development, and
health care. A donor makes a pledge,
which is a promise to donate a certain
amount of money and will designate
their donations to departments, schol-
arships or Stony Brook sport teams.

In spite of the economic downturn,
alumni and community members are
still donating money to the Stony Brook
University Telefund program. This year,
there was an 8 percent in total pledges
received from potential donors, ac-
cording to Richard Guarino, director of
Annual Giving of the University Ad-
vancement office. Additionally, the
Telefund program received 14% more
pledges then the last fiscal year.

"Donor pledges are important be-
cause the new $25 donor may be the
new $1 million donor,' Guarino said.
"It's not often, but its real?' For fiscal

Eric DiGiovanni
This is what making money looks like.

year July 2009 to June 2010, the Tele-
fund's goal is to reach $1 million for do-
nations and scholarships.

In fall 2009, Mike Kendall, a soph-
omore employee of the Telefund pro-
gram, raised $60,000 for Stony Brook
University. Kendall started working at
the Telefund as a first-semester fresh-
men with no prior telemarketing expe-
rience. Nervous to make his first
phone call, he stumbled over his words,
but with the guidance of his supervi-
sors, Kendall has become one of the
Telefund's top employees.

Employees appeal to alumni inter-
ested in supporting specific programs,
such as alumni's former academic de-
partments and scholarships, because
these individuals are more likely to do-

nate. For example, parents usually do-
nate to the Parent fund that caters to
student initiatives like the Career Cen-
ter and the library. These donations can
go to on-campus development, like get-
ting new library books or electronic
books. The Telefund raises money for
multiple accounts on campus and some
accounts may get more attention be-
cause of their associate with the Tele-
fund.

Kendall has raised a total of
$102,000. "I didn't make my first
pledge until two weeks into working at
the Telefund' said Mike Kendall, a 19-
year-old health science major. "But
then last semester I made 57 pledges in
one week, which is the most pledges
anyone else got."

The Telefund hopes to raise& $1 mil-
lion by the end of this fiscal year. This
sum, however, will not have a huge im-
pact on Stony Brook University's bil-
lion-dollar budget. The Telefund's
strength is in its ability to create con-
nections between the university and its
alumni. The Telefund gives Stony
Brook a voice, Lambro said, and a
closer connection to alumni, parents
and community members. The Tele-
fund raises money for the university,
raises awareness and elevates participa-
tion in school events. Callers inform
alumni and parents of upcoming events
at Stony Brook University. "The main
way we impact Stony Brook University
is in the long run, we are great PR for
this school:' said Lambro.

2010
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Laughing in the Abyss

By Ross Barkan

Failure is the phantasm that terror-
izes any artist. Laboring in obscurity for
a unique vision is supposed to yield
recognition, fame, and a place beyond
history's dustbin. When the labor does-
n't pay off-and sadly, it only does for a
select few-life itself can become a crip-
pling exercise, curdling any joy left in
the body.

This is one of the many themes
flowing through Gilbert Sorrentino's
fascinating final novel The Abyss of
Human Illusion, published posthu-
mously in February. Sor-
rentino, who died in 2006 at the
age of 77, penned over 30
books of fiction and poetry that
electrified the miniscule audi-
ence that read and appreciated
him. You probably haven't
heard of Sorrentino because he
never gained the recognition of
a mass audience; his most crit-
ically lauded novel, Mulligan
Stew (named one of the best
books of 1979 by the New York
Times Book Review), has sold
fewer than 25,000 copies, to
date. Critics regarded Sor-
rentino as a master satirist and
postmodernist, a writer capable
of toying with narrative con-
ventions to create enthralling
works that deftly explored and
mocked existential despair.
Original, daring and above all,
funny, Sorrentino nevertheless
struggled to find the audience
he and others believed he de-
served. He was not a failed
artist, but he fought a lifelong This is
battle for recognition.

Bitterness flushed with
humor-permeates The Abyss
of Human Illusion, a book that is not a
novel in any classical sense. Instead, it's
a collection of fifty short vignettes that
grow in increasing length as the book
progresses. They range from the surreal
(a man stepping off an apartment-sized
elevator to speak with his dead mother)
to a tender reimagining of the Arthur
Rimbaud poem "Winter Dream.":' Be-
tween the dreamlike absurdities are
very real people struggling with the dis-
appointment that a lifetime, both bru-
tally short and exasperatingly endless,
can bring. Of a former alcoholic who
takes no comfort in his job, friends or

I

God, Sorrentino writes, "If he was sick
of himself and waiting for the possible
declaration within his body of the pres-
ence of some malignant destroyer, why
not wait drunk?" Why not embrace de-
struction, indeed?

For the young aspiring writers out
there (like this one), the bleakness of
Sorrentino can be discouraging. Fol-
lowing the well-trodden trails of other
great ennui-drenched writers like
Louis-Ferdinand Celine or Philip Roth
can be a daunting task. Luckily, humor
keeps us afloat, even as existence con-
tinues to hammer blow after devastat-
ing blow into our tremblingsouls. "Hell
is other people;' as Sartre told us in No

Look at the "e" in "Joye" He nodded,
and I knew he was seeing 'Steven." Steve
had submitted countless stories, all re-
jected, wishing for the great break-
through that he believed was coming.
And when a friend gets it instead, he fi-
nally succumbs to illusion. What else is
left?

This might be the greatest tragedy
of the human condition. We are en-
dowed with an awareness of the mag-
nanimous. We are steeped in myth,
longing for triumph, groping eternally
for golden horizons, no matter how un-
reachable they might be. And we are
told that if we don't reach these hori-
zons, we are somehow deficient. Sor-

what an author looks like.

Exit. But hell is also the struggle against
the self, against idols of expectation
built in an unattainable future.

Straddling that yawning void be-
tween optimism and illusion is some-
thing anyone, writer or no, will always
contend with. Consider your dreams,
close your eyes, and ask yourself, when
the world around you is finally quiet, do
you think you will be successful? In one
of the vignettes, a man named Steve,
who dreams of publishing a short story
in the New Yorker, reads a story pub-
lished by a woman he knew from a writ-
ing workshop. "It is beautiful, I said,
classic, traditional, aristocratic, really.

rentino turns a sarcastic yet sympathetic
eye to the ordinary individual who has
enough ambition and a shred of talent
to know what lies ahead if he maintains
his Sisyphean determination, but just
enough lacking to feel the brunt force of
the boulder barreling downhill, straight
at him.

"He loves a girl, who, as it turns out,
does not love him, and so he wastes
years of his life trapped in wretched
clich6," Sorrentino begins another vi-
gnette about a man mired in bad luck.
Rather than harp on the tragedies of un-
requited love, he delves into the twin
clichs of longing and self-deception.

Wanting things you can't have is a clas-
sic trope of literature. Sorrentino does-
n't want literature, though. There are no
tidy endings, epiphanies and revela-
tions. Cycles don't end. They continue.
The longing drags onward, driving man
to illusion or madness.

No balm exists for the individual
who hasn't achieved the dream, the vi-
sion. We can't tell him there's still hope
when he's near the end of his life, like
many Sorrentino protagonists are. (The
kids, with the exception of one who cuts
his buttocks on a toy zeppelin, aren't
around much in The Abyss of Human Il-
lusion). We can't tell him that he'll "get
'em next time" when there clearly is no

next time. We can deceive, but
illusions, as we all know, are
tragically hollow. "H-e was a
third-rate painter;' opens one
vignette that concludes with
the predictable collapse of a
once-proud mediocre artist, a
collapse brought about simply
by a lack of talent. He could
only swallow his own in
evitable failure.

Writers have different
ways of coping with this de

spair. Henry Miller, a failure in
his own eyes until he pub-
lished Tropic of Cancer in his
forties, found gems of joy in
the muck. Virginia Woolf, who
eventually committed suicide,
told us to take comfort in mo-
ments and fleeting everyday
triumphs. Sorrentino nods to-
ward Miller, but forsakes any
of the soaring Whitmanesque
odes that made Miller famous,
a language woven with deliri-
ous ecstasy and bright chaos.
Sorrentino's laughter is subtle,
more of a chuckle in a dim
diner booth among close

friends or a sneer from a corner of the
Brooklyn boulevards he knew so well.
The best thing to do, maybe, is laugh.
Make fun of the banalities and the hor-
rors.

"Oh well. What a beautiful day it is
any way, right?" says one character to a
friend she has just deceived. That could
be the greatest irony of all: our wretched
world, one that drove Hamlet to solilo-

quize about the pros and cons of being
alive, is, in fact, a very pretty place.
Achingly beautiful.
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New Roosevelt Building: Gift for Some, Curse on Othe

By Billy Zhang

If each quad on campus had a city
associated with it, then Roosevelt Quad
would be Oakland. Just like Oakland,
most people don't really choose to go
live in Roosevelt; they have to, because
there isn't room in other quads. Some-
times, it is because they were placed
there in their freshman year, so they
don't know outside quads-
which is similar to being born (
in Oakland. Other times, they
stay because most of their 
friends are living there, so there
isn't any real reason to move
away. Across from Roosevelt
are the West Apartments-the
pinnacle of dorms, to which
many students wish to transfer,
just like San Francisco, which
is only eight miles away and a
thousand times better than
Oakland. Many people call
Roosevelt the "ghetto" of
Stony Brook. However, unlike
Oakland, Roosevelt is getting a
much needed face-lift. Anyone
who isn't blind has probably
seen the huge monolith of a
building being erected near
Roosevelt. While it is a much
needed upgrade, not only for
Roosevelt, but for the rest of
Stony Brook, it comes at a This do

price. While people living
away fromr Roosevelt say it is a
great idea to build a new building to
mitigate all the overcrowding in dorms,
it is really the people who live in Roo-
sevelt now who received the short end
of that stick.

A food court is planned for the
south side of the complex, the side fac-
ing Tabler quad. In some parts there are
seven floors to the building, and it is al-
ready the size of the entire block, from

Roosevelt Drive all the way to West
Drive. The construction is almost com-
plete, but has been posing difficulties
for current Roosevelt residents.

Some of those problems are long-
term power outages and a lack of hot
water. Also, those living closer to the
construction, such as residents in Wag-
ner, have had to deal with the construc-
tion noise as well. While the problems
weren't as bad this semester, last se-
mester was simply hell for many resi-

to be done, alleviating all the tripling is
more important." Others, such as
Peggy Lung, put it as simply: "shit hap-
pens." They would be content if it was
only a short episode, but construction
has been going on for a very long time
now. Many who knew friends in other
quads would go there to shower. How-
ever, those who unfortunately didn't
know anyone else had no choice except
to go to the Sports Complex to
shower-or smell. There is nothing

The Ir
rm should be named after Roosevelt Franklin

dents. The power and water outages
lasted up to twelve hours and occurred
sometimes three days in a row. The
noise was especially bad, waking many
residents in the morning.

Many of the people living in Roo-.
sevelt, while upset, understand the ne-
cessity of housing construction. One
resident, Sophia Sgro said, "It is an-
noying, yes, but the construction needs

worse than coming back from the gym,
finding out that there is no hot water,
and going to class the next day smelling
like you had a one night stand with
Oscar the Grouch. The power outages
also caused problems for students who
preferred to study in the comfort of
their own rooms.

Some students felt that Stony
Brook should at least offer some sort of

compensation to residents living there,
even a small cash payout like $100.
One resident, Mo Namrne, said "After
several blackouts, leakages, hot water
failures, I definitely feel that there
should be some compensation. I did
not pay for half-assed living conditions.
I understand that problems do occur
randomly, but the people on the fore-
front should fix them right the first time
so there is no reoccurrences." Many
students felt cheated, because there was

little warning about the potential
problems that they would face.
While the housing assignments
for the new dormitory have not
been decided yet, many of the
students living in Roosevelt feel
like they should have first dibs
over freshmen and current resi-
dents of other quads. They feel
that since they had to endure all
the bullshit, they should at least
be able to break in the new dorm
rooms.

Tripling has been a major prob-
lem on campus. People used to
choose Stony Brook as a safety
school, but now more have been
making it their first choice.
Triple rooms, which would once
have been broken up within
days, can now last weeks, or
even the entire semester. In the
future, it will allow more people
to dorm in Stony Brook. The

ntemet
power outages and lack of water
isn't much of a problem this se-
mester, but the noise is still

bothersome in the morning. It sucks
when you try to take a nap, only to be
awakened by banging. When the dust
has settled and the doors open for stu-
dents, only then will the headaches
stop. Many students will be able to
enjoy it. However, the seniors will
leave this year with a sour taste in their
mouths because they had to endure the
shit with nothing to show for it.
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By Josh Ginsberg
I had a feeling that Joanna Newsom

was up to something big. However, I
definitely wouldn't have guessed that
she would go and release a three disc
album, two hour album. Joanna New-
som's first album, The Milk-Eyed
Mender, was a batch of exquisitely writ-
ten and sometimes clumsily (though
more often transcendently) performed

pop songs, cute enough for the teenage
girls to love and literate enough for
bearded college students to write theses
on. Two years later Joanna, made a big
splash with her five song, nearly hour
long Ys, on which her songs took on
new orchestral arrangements, became
mystical and weird in that "Incredible-
String-Band-meets-Van-Dyke-Parks"
(literally) way and taught listeners the
differences amongst meteors, mete-
orites and meteoroids. She continues to
evoke an abstract, ancient, American
mythos on Have One On Me, an album
that encompasses the styles of her first
two records but also makes forays into
some interesting new directions.

Have One On Me contains three six
song discs, each that could stand alone
on their own. The disc I listen to the
most is the first. Although great, it con-
tains impenetrably dense songs from
start to finish. Have One On Me's songs
range from under two minutes in length
to over eleven minutes. Disc one fea-
tures "Good Intentions Paving Corn-
pany," and "Have One On Me," perhaps
the album's best two tracks. Joanna
Newsom composes great music, al-
though for the first time, her writing is

becoming a bit redundant.
If Ys sounded like it should have

been recorded in a spectral barn in
1969, Have One On Me is pure 1971.
There are progressions like the one at
the end of "Jack Rabbits,";' over which
Newsom sings of "making love" that
evoke melodies played on swampy,
overdriven guitars. "Soft As Chalk" has
a certain jaunt post-chorus-the part
where she bellows "Lawlessness!"-that
evokes a heavy, gothic country and
western, before giving way to a lovely,
sparse piano line straight out of the sa-
loon. "Kingfisher" is probably objec-
tively Newsom's "Stairway to Heaven."
It lacks an guitar solo and any particu-
larly great climax, but has melodic sim-
ilarities to that epic rock standard, and
prominently features presumably hob-
bit-manned pan flutes. "You and Me,
Bess" is alternately jazzy and Beatles-
esque and while not straying from what
has become something of a stock Have
One On Me chord change, features one
of the albums most interestingly written
vocal melodies.

Love pervades the album, which is
funny considering that the lyrics are
probably about the dude who wrote
"Jizzed in My Pants'." The misty open-
ing track, "Easy,";' evokes a somewhat
ghostly, desperate need for love. Against
a string and flute arrangement that fits
the song perfectly, Newsom croons as
eerily as she ever has, "Speak my name,
and I appear." "Good Intentions Paving
Company" is Joanna's best "pop single"
to date despite its seven minute length.
Several Newsoms, multi-tracked a la
"Peach, Plum, Pear"' sing loving
melodies that warm the ears the way
sunbeams are absorbed into skin. A
groovy, syncopated percussion track in-
vites the listener to bob the same way he
would listening to yacht rock in his car
on a June day. Joanna Newsom finds
herself on a new journey, making good
use of the hackneyed -life-as-road
metaphor. Her lyrics are smart and en-
dearing. She remarks on the irony of
asking a lover to open his heart to her
when she "can't even open a honey jar,"

and just before a sweet flugelhorn jam,
she sings: "I only want for you to pull
over and hold me / Till I can't remem-
ber my own name?'

"Have One On Me" starts out spare
and contemplative but eventually builds
and swells to strange character sketches.
It includes a lot of spider imagery. The
arrangement of the song is interesting
because while the harp remains con-
stant, other instruments come in and
out like scenes of a slideshow. The song
features fiddles, mandolins and other
bluegrass instruments that ornament
Newsom's lyrics and harp-playing
meticulously, but disappear as quickly
as they come. The song peaks with a
minor key bridge, highlighted with
horns and strings and gives way to a
coda of wordless, weaving vocalization
that sticks to the mind like honey from
a tightly sealed jar. At its best moments,
Have One On Me proves Newsom still
has great ideas, engaging melodies
coiled up in her mind waiting to spring
forward.

Not every song on Have One On Me
is great. "Occidental" is a somber piano
ballad whose familiar melody seems to
have been lifted from somewhere else.
Its lyrics are good, but it climaxes limply
and doesn't have any of the twists that
refuse to allow longer songs, like the
album's title track, to drag. Songs like
"No Provenance" are very pretty and
pleasant to listen to but aren't as engag-
ing as Newsom's older work. Most of the
longer songs, the ones that continue on
the same part for a long time, begin to
drag. "Sawdust & Diamonds" from Ys
spends most of its time on one, two-
chord progression, but the song builds
tension gorgeously and engagingly,
which is unfortunately rare on Have
One On Me. "Baby Birch" starts out dull
and stays that way for about five full
minutes. It sounds like a dustbowl era
murder-ballad and oozes viscously until
its stripped down arrangement finally
begins to blossom into something
equally somber but sublime. "Baby
Birch" isn't a terrible song. It has nice
guitar line when it hits its groove and its

Asian-sounding coda is one of the
albums most memorable. It also proba-
bly features the albums best percussion,
think Paul McCartney's drums at the
end of "Dear Prudence," but in slow
motion and furious. It's somewhat dis-
tressing to hear Joanna Newsom tread-
ing into Gillian Welch territory.
Newsom taps into a certain weird
American-ness, often. However, to hear
her reduced to Americana would be de-
pressing and almost does before the cli-
max of this epic track.

The best slow song is "Going to
California:' on which Newsom declares
that her heart "became a drunken rut."
The pace is slow, but the writing (again
fixated on the subject of love, this time
from a melancholic perspective) is su-
perior to many songs. She writes: "I wait
all night, for you in California / Watch-
ing the fox pick off my goldfish / From
their sorry, golden state / And I am no
longer / Afraid of anything / Save the
life that, here, awaits." The orchestral
swell of its climax and almost raucous
shouts of "Caw, caw, caw" are weird and
cathartic in a way that is distinctly New-
som's own. A great line that pops up on
one of the more lackluster songs is on
"Ribbon Bows'." The line goes: "Sweet
appraising eye of the dog / Blink once if
God / Blink twice if no God'."

I haven't penetrated to the very core
of Have One On Me and would probably
have written a much more in depth re-
view if I had a year to write it. However,
we all know about the importance of
Kairos, and I've already pushed this
back a bit. Ultimately Have One On Me
is a good album with some fantastic
songs. Alas, it falls prey to the trappings
of being two hours and eighteen tracks
long. It is hard to get through in one sit-
ting because its tracks are pretty similar
and very long, although I imagine it
would score a nice night house-sitting
with a lover and a bottle of wine. Songs
like "Go Long" are good but almost in-
distinguishable at times from other
songs on the album. Its highs are very
high, but in the end, Have One On Me
held itself back as a result of its excess.
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By enny Mahoney

Imagine how simple it would be to
write a scathing review of a game with
the word "bad" in the title. God, that
would be easy; imagine the puns! How-
ever, unfortunately for me (and fortu-
nately for you), I can't do that. I'll
actually have to put some effort into
writing about this one.

Battlefield: Bad Company 2 (BC2),
the latest in EA's Battlefield series,
throws you where the first game in the
series left you-back into the ranks of
Bad Company. During the single player
campaign, you take on the role of Pre-
ston Marlowe, a soldier in the U.S.
Army. You are a member of bad conm-
pany-the rejects unfit for service any-
where else. Bad Company is the
cannon fodder, a dumping ground for
anyone who's got nowhere else to go, or
who pissed off the wrong person. Bad
Company consists of only four mem-
bers: you, the nervous nerd Terrence
Sweetwater, the redneck pyromaniac
Haggard and Sergeant Samuel D. Red-
ford, your leader, who volunteered for
the position with the promise that he'd
be excused from service earlier.

The single player, while serviceable,
isn't really anything special. The only
thing that draws you out of the other-
wise mundane campaign is the colorful
dialogue between you and your squad
mates. Each character has their own
unique personality, and loads of hilari-
ous dialogue to make these personali-
ties come through. Each character is
much more developed than in any other
military shooter I've played -it's kind of

By Bobby Hot

Will you become the ultimate war-
rior of Olympus or die like those who
have come before you? God of War III
is the third and final game in the trilogy
where Kratos, armed with his two
blades, will try once again to defeat
Zeus.

Kratos, the fallen demi-god from
Mt. Olympus, is back for vengeance
once again in God of War III for the
Playstation 3. Scorned by his father,.
Zeus, Kratos is picking up where he left

like playing through a movie-game ver-
sion of Bill Murray's Stripes.

My main complaint lies with the
trial-and-error play-style, which I was
forced to adopt to make it through the
game. To get past most areas, I simply
had to get to a certain point, die, go
back to the last checkpoint and memo
rize where all of the enemy spawn
points were, progressing a little further
each time. I can forgive this in some
particularly tough areas, but when it
happens for more than half of the game
it can get irritating.

The Battlefield series is more fa-
mous for its multiplayer capabilities
than anything else, and developer DICE
did not disappoint with this installment.
BC2 plays mostly the same as previous
Battlefield games, but adds some polish
and fine-tuning to make the experience
truly excellent. Multiplayer uses a lev-
eling-up system similar to the one you
might find in other games of this genre
(cough, Call of Duty, cough). Each the

off at the end of GoW II by scaling Mt.
Olympus and destroying anything in his
path. If you like crazy combos, blood
and total destruction, God of War III is
a must have. In a nutshell, the game is
exactly like both previous God of War
games, extremely polished and fun to
play.

The graphics are amazing, arguably
the best on the PS3, and the movement
is fluid and crisp. From the very begin-
ning when you have your full reign of
power (God Mode), which is how the
previous GoW games started, you no-
tice just how fluid the animations
are. The weapons feel powerful and the

games' four classes: assault, engineer,
medic and recon, play differently
enough to offer a unique experience,
based on which one you choose. As you
gain experience with each class, you
earn points to unlock different items
that suit that specialist's area of expert-
ise. For example, the engineer is your
heavy-weapons and vehicle repairman,
so as you level him up you'll unlock
newer and better rocket launchers, as
well as anti-tank mines. The medic,
who heals your teammates, will not
only have the ability to dispense health

to friendly players, but can even zap
them back to life with a defibrillator,
once they unlock it. You'll also unlock
other new weapons and gadgets com-
mon to all classes.

There are five different game types
to choose from in BC2's multiplayer.
Anyone who has played a Battlefield
game will be familiar with conquest
mode, where two opposing teams fight
for control over various across over a

combos can go on for what feels like
forever. There is truly an endless
amount of combinations that are possi-
ble. The moves are creative and offer
total control to the player; their use can
be customized for different play styles.

Something that has always been
lacking from entries in the God of War
series is the story. While the third and
final installation in the trilogy doesn't
exactly offer an excellent storytelling ex-
perience, it is adequate. But, when
you're ripping dudes' heads off, do you
really need a story to go along with it?
That's what I thought. Various weapons
are unlocked after defeating gods and

massive landscape, where each can be
taken and captured by anyone at any
time. BC2 also introduces rush mode,
which focuses players on either defend-
ing or attacking two objectives at a time,
advancing them across a large map de-
pending on how far the attacking team
gets. And, as usual, there's also a no-
frills deathmatch. Regular, old, shoot-
each-other- in-the-face action, if that's
all you're looking for.

I'm not a big fan of conquest mode,
mainly because the map is so spread out
that I have a hard time finding where
the action is. Most of my time spent in
Conquest games involves me spawning,
running for a minute and a half, getting
killed by someone I never saw and then
doing it all over again. Even when my
team is doing well, I have a hard time
telling whether or not I made a differ-
ence, because the environment is so
large and full of so many players. It's an
overall detatched experience-which is
why I love rush mode. Rush is able to
keep the large and interesting map de-
sign from conquest, but focuses the ob-
jective and brings players
together-making sure you're always in
the thick of the action. Also, the ability
to spawn with a "squad;', or group of
players, makes it easy to find your bud-
dies and take on the opposition.
So, if you've grown tired of playing with
what Terrence Sweetwater describes as
"special-ops with pussy-ass heartbeat
monitors" (clearly a jab at the Modern
Warfare crowd), Bad Company 2 may
scratch your itch for something new to
play.

demigods such as Hercules, Hades,
Hermes and more.

The game is short (it can be com-
pleted in about ten hours) but the ac-
tion is nonstop. It is hard to justify the
$60 dollar price tag for a game that of-
fers little re-playability, but I do recom-
mend at least renting it. There's not
really much to say. The graphics are
outstanding, the gameplay is fun and
the story offers enough to keep the
player interested. With so many PS3's
collecting dust, God of War III is a fan-
tastic reason to clean it off and have
some fun.
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By Eric DiGiovanni
On March 5, music took one step

closer to being fully democratized: the
Rock Band Network store finally
opened up to the public. The song list is
very impressive, featuring everyone
from indie rock n' roll mainstays The
Hold Steady, geek-folk guitarist
Johnathan Coulton, to even the Flight
Of The Conchords.

The Rock Band Network (RBN) is
a system set up by Harmonix and facil-
itated by Microsoft's XNA service that
allows anyone to submit their songs for
sale in the Rock Band Network. All
artists make 30% of the sales. All songs
premeire on the Xbox 360, with a select
few tracks going to the Playstation 3 and
Wii stores roughly a month after.

That is, anyone willing to put in a
lot of effort to create these songs. As
someone currently making a track for
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the RBN, I can say from experience that
it's a very long process that requires mil-
lions of tweaks along the way.

First, you need all of the master
recordings. That's the easy part. Then,
you'll need to go to the Creator's web-
site (creators.rockband.com) and down-
load the software package, which
includes Reaper, an audio and MIDI ed-
iting program, and Magma, the pro-
gram that compiles the MIDI files and
the recordings into a playable format.

Next, you have to chart out every
instrument for every difficulty, and this
is where most of the work lies. Sure, ex-
pert difficulty is easy: just make the
song as you normally would. But once
you get to around medium and easy dif-
ficulties, it gets hard. Usually the people
making the RBN tracks regularly play
on expert, so some difficulties arise: can
someone on easy handle a standard
rock beat? Would a hard player know to
strum up and down on faster parts?

At this point, you have the option
of orchestrating all of the lighting and
camera cuts for your song, but if you're
too lazy, or are just seeing how the song
plays, then Magma will take care of all
of these things. Speaking of Magma, ex-

pect to have hundreds of little hiccups
when everything is being compiled. On
my first run through, it took almost two
hours just to get the song ready. Only
afterwards can you test the song on
your Xbox 360. In Rock Band 2's Audi-
tion Mode, you can play your own
songs or choose to have the system play
the tracks for you.

Finally, after you've tested it on
Rock Band 2's Audition mode, you can
upload it to the network to have it
tested. To uploid the song, you will
need a Premium account for the XNA
service, which costs $100 per year.

When it's so simple, how could your
band. not be on the Rock Band Net-
work? All kidding aside, the sense of
pride, seeing your song or someone
else's being played by thousands of peo-
ple makes it all worth it. Formal com-
panies such as RockGamer and
TuneCore have a team of programmers
that will take care of everything, but
there is a chance that the artist won't
make back the initial fee, which could
be as much as $2500. Then again, pay-
ing someone else to do all the work for
you isn't exactly punk rock, now is it?
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By Liz Kaemnpf

If you were wondering what you
would get when you combined boys,
guitars, a lit stage and Rock Star energy
drink, it would be this past week's Rock-
YoFaceCase at the University Cafe.

Hostess and brainchild behind the mu-

sical events, Patrice Zapiti, got the
crowd psyched up to see three local
bands on Monday night, and as usual,
she looked damn fine doing it. The au-
dience looked forward to opener three-
piece band Magnificent Beast, L.I.
rockstars Royal City Riot, and up-and-

corners Neighbors, as well as being
treated to intermittently spread energy

drink flipcup games and DJ jam ses-
sions.

Magnificent Beast is an all SBU stu-
dent three-piece band that opened the
showcase with their mix of laidback vo-
cals and energetic guitar melodies. Gui-
tarists Henry Schiller and Carlos
Parreno are no rookies to the campus
scene, as they've found themselves mix-
ing it up with a myriad of other musi-
cians on campus, but new drummer,
Brian Lind, could be the difference
maker for this group. He killed it on the
drum kit and with the help and experi-
ence of his band mates, Magnificent
Beast threw down a five-song set that
kicked off the show with a bang. Their
songs invoked a lightheartedness that
paired well with the sunny weather that
followed that week and proved musi-
cianship is by far the most important
part of being on stage. The downfall of
a three-piece band, however, is that

there are only three parts. But the boys
solved that problem with what I'm
going to call the "KT Tunstall", for lack
of a better expression. They countered
the three-instrument problem with the
layering effects of a loop pedal that
filled out their sound and gave them a
brilliant and easygoing jam session vibe
that you couldn't miss, especially in a
song like "Cloud Pleaser"

Next on the lineup were the sea-
soned veterans of Royal City Riot. Not
your typical ska band, these guys take a
more blues and reggae approach to their
sound and, man, do they deliver. The
crowd was filled with suspender-wear-
ing punk rockers, who, of course, are
big fans of the only dance white kids
don't look awkward doing; skanking.
(The name is so apropos, no?) Their
horn section (which includes SBU at-
tendee Jon Degen, who knocks it out of
the park on sax) is not as big as the typ-
ical ska group, but their rhythm section
was off the charts and their precision
was dead on; RCR didn't miss a beat.
They laid out grooves left and right and
fill a room to capacity with plump and
soulful tracks. If I'm not mistaken, every
song was a crowd favorite, even though
they didn't play "Paumanok", much to
the dismay of one fan who perpetually
called out for it. However, they solidi-
fied their reggae roots with a cover song
by Bob Marley when they were closing
out their set. This was the first time I got
to hear Royal City Riot live, and I'm al-
ready hooked. The band is down to
earth with an infectious sound that is
bound to reel in any nearby listeners.

Lastly, Neighbors took the stage in
their debut show, and they brought a

fan bus worth of people
with them. Handsome
gentlemen in tight pants
was the theme of the
night, and it worked just
as well for these new guys
as it did for the first two
groups. They ripped their
set wide open with their
song "Bodies", and it was
no surprise that so many
in the audience knew all
the words. Stony Brook's
own Ian Kenny led this
group with his powerful
vocals, perfected key-
board skills, and dynamic
stage presence. But
Neighbors took a much
harder approach to the
music than the rest in the
showcase and they weren't

nearly as light and breezy. The band's
sound combines driving rhythms,

though-provoking lyrics and some
amazing guitar solos to get the adrena-
line pumping and your heart beating
out of your chest like it was being hit by
the foot pedal of the bass drum. They
were a huge hit with the crowd, and will
no doubt rake in even more of a fan
base after this performance. Neighbors'
debut show flaunted a talent and syn-
chronization that is hard to find in such
a young group, but these boys pull it off
with ease. I'm sure this will by no means
be the last we see of the boys on our
campus, because Neighbors came out
swinging, and you know they're here to
stay.

Be sure to check out Royal City Riot
and Neighbors on their Facebook and
MySpace pages, and remember, only
you can help save the scene! So make
sure you get your ass to the next Rock-
YoFaceCase and support our incredible
homegrown talent!
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I'm so depressed, I don't know what to do... The Go club meets this

G o for it M an! semester every Tuesday & Thursday, 7:30pm at the Library
Commuter Lounge. Check it out!

Black to move, kill Whiteyl
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Nobody Wr tes History etter Than...Texa
On March 12,

the Texas Board of
Education passed
a social studies
curriculum change
that would over-
haul what some on

Nick the board consid-
S taered a staunchly

leftist look at his-
tory. Well, Texas is Texas and if you
don't like how their board of education
handles history, don't live or raise your
children there. Fair argument, right?
Well, until you realize that Texas holds
unimaginable influence over the text-
book market and that a Texas curricu-
lum change will affect other schools all
over the country. Texas is extending
their influence beyond their own state
in an attempt to yank back the yarns of
history towards the right, which would
be fine if they followed their own creed
of state power and realized that their de-
constructive methods will not stay
within their own borders.

Education is not set in stone. This
is a vital ideal that every education sys-
tem should incorporate. As time goes
on, more of history is uncovered and
must be added to the canon of common
knowledge to show all views of history.
No one championed the multiple per-
spective theory of history better than
the late Howard Zinn. What is not okay,
and exactly what thinkers like Zinn
were always afraid of, is modifying his-
tory or rewriting it to match your polit-
ical views and hiding under the mask of
the educational oppression of "leftist
America.

In Texas, history is apparently sup-
posed to emphasize that the founding
fathers of America drafted the Declara-
tion of Independence with strong
Christian values in mind. They believe
these Christian values are integral to a
solid social studies education. Separa-
tion of church and state is nowhere in
the Constitution, says David Bradley, a
conservative quoted by New York Times
reporter James C. McKinley Jr. in a
March 12 article. This means that stu-
dents will be expected to adequately
learn from a social studies curriculum
that is woven with Christianity because
it's "what the founding fathers had in
mind. " The sad truth is that even a
fourth grader could torch that ideology
by bringing up that fact that our Chris-
tian founding fathers slept soundly at
night, Bible at their bedside, with slaves
in their possession. Even if our found-

ing fathers thought we needed a non-
secular government wielded with
Christian ideas, they also thought slav-
ery was okay. Ideas change with time
and only perspectives should be en-
lightened, which would make sense if
the whole idea behind this curriculum
change was to ensure that the perspec-
tives are in touch with the reality of the
time period. But that's not the case.

The reasons are pouring out of
highly religious, some even evangelical,
board members that consider them-
selves experts on topics that are dearest
to their lifestyle. This is all despite the
blaringly obvious fact that none of them
are economists who can rightfully ex-
plain the contributions of Keynesian
ideas on FDR's New Deal policies,
something conservative teachers will no
doubt now undermine as far less sub-
mersible, or historians who could accu-
rately explain the colonial influence of
Christianity on our forefathers as they
so confidently proclaim. But with vot-
ing power, their words are their ideas
and their ideas make the decisions.

This isn't about perspective. It's
about fighting back to teach children
everywhere the version of history that
matches political beliefs and in these
peoples' minds, politics is religion and
religion is politics.

It would be worthless to continue
listing the number of amendments the
Republican-heavy Texas Board of Edu-
cation wanted to make to social studies
teaching over the last couple decades.
One of the big ones actually worth men-
tioning is the cutting of Thomas Jeffer-
son from a list of philosophers whose
ideas influenced 18th and 19th century
revolutions because he coined the term
separation of church and state. I guess
writing the Declaration of Independ-

ence doesn't give you enough credibil-
ity to define the scope of the First
Amendment.

I dare not even enter the realm of
science, even though it holds as much
controversy on the Texas Board of Edu-
cation as history. While history is sup-
posed to be technically unchangeable in
that its foundations are based on the
factual events of the past, science is a
dangerous topic because of the fluidity
of theory. You can champion an idea
like evolution, but it may always come
to blows with creationist credentials.
Because of the current power of scien-
tific standing in education systems
across the country, the Republicans of
Texas' board seem to be fighting only to
share the stage with theories like evolu-
tion, carbon-dating, and other Bible-
torching Earth-is-not-6,000-years-old
theories. Although this may represent a
slippery slope back towards non-secu-
lar science teaching, as long as the cur-
rently popular teachings that follow the
Darwinian path stay alive, our public
school's separation of church and state
is safe in that respect.

That's enough about the intricacies
of the argument, which will actually not
be finalized until a second vote is taken
in May to set the curriculum in stone
for the next decade. The real danger of
this whole scenario and why Texas is ac-
tually voting for more than they'd like
to admit lies in the textbook market.
Although, it's still probably to the
Board's utmost satisfaction.

Because Texas has such an incredi-
bly large population, and with that an
incredibly large amount of public
schools and textbook demand, their
curriculum extends farther than state
boundaries.

Textbook suppliers often release

new science and history textbooks
every year, with minor additions and
new material fleshed out with each new
edition. However, they do not make a
different textbook for each curriculum
in each state. It's not in their economic
interest and there is no law or standard
saying it has to be. The downside to this
is when Texas, one of the largest pur-
chasers of textbooks in the country,
makes a landmark curriculum change
like we're seeing right now, the textbook
companies are taking notes and making
sure they're including what Texas wants
so that their books are bought. It's often
that one textbook company will supply
large states like California with the same
exact textbooks it does Texas, but Cali-
fornia will now have to deal with a
brand new chapters on the successes of
the NRA and positive sides to Mc-
Carthyism.

This curriculum change does not
hold as much gravity when seen from
only one temporal lens. When digested
as not a singular event, but as a symbol
in the whole scope of modern political
maneuvers, the Texas Board of Educa-
tion has achieved something frighten-
ing. Not frightening because it may
mean that children will now be getting
skewed and manipulated versions of
history or because Republicans with no
specific academic background are de-
ciding school curriculums based on
their own twisted knowledge. It is
frightening because this is borderline
Orwellian. Although it has been quoted
to death, the line, "He who controls the
present, controls the past. He who con-
trols the past, controls the future," is fit
for resurrection in this case because it's
the only way to sum up the blow that's
been delt to knowledge.

2010
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Femn.ne. oy.....ect

Though Stony
Brook denies it,
this campus was
involved in a gov-

.ernment-funded

brainwashing proj-
ect to keep chil-

CB n y rdren from "acting
rianiate queer" for two

decades. Some
people involved still work on campus,
and the Feminine Boy Project laid
groundwork for current psychiatric
abuses against transgender and gender-
nonconforming people.

This project was funded by the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) from 1972 to1986. The origi-
nal stated goal on the grants was "treat-
ment of pre-homosexuality"-the, idea
that if children were kept from stepping
outside gender stereotypes, they would-
n't turn out gay. When being gay was
taken out of the Diagnostic and Statisti-
cal Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
in 1973, the goal was changed to "treat-
ment of pretranssexuality" conflating
gender identity and sexuality as the
same, based in biased assumptions that
anything other than stereotypical gen-
der identities and heterosexuality were
wrong. Children were declared "patho-
logical" for behavior like boys playing
with dolls, wearing dresses or helping in
the kitchen, or girls climbing trees, play-
ing with boys' toys or wearing boy
clothes.

This was collaboration between
anti-LGBTI (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Intersex) members of the
psychiatric establishment and the "reli-
gious right.'

Richard Green is a colleague of
John Money. Money instituted the
"Money protocols" for nonconsensual
surgeries on intersex children after forc-
ing David Reimer to live as a girl (until
Reimer changed back to male before
killing himself). During the "experi-
ment" Green co-wrote the book Trans-
sexualism and Sex Reassignment. Green
has made a career of pathologizing
LGBTI people. This has included mak-
ing inflammatory comments like his
1995 Dateline remark "plays with Bar-
bies at five, sleeps with men at twenty-
five."' While head of the now closed
Human Sexuality branch of Stony
Brook's Psychology Department he got
NIMH to approve nearly $1 million for
the project.

George Rekers belongs to several
anti-gay fundamentalist groups, pub-

lished his essay "Gender Identity Disor-
der" through the notoriously anti-gay
Family Research Council and is "scien
tific advisor" to National Association
for the Research and Therapy of Ho-
mosexuality (NARTH), which claims to
"cure" gays despite the American Psy-
chiatric Association (APA) condemn-
ing "reparative therapy."

They worked with doctors like
Susan Coates, behaviorists like O. Ivor
Lovaas and David Barlow, and had the
staff of several institutions at their dis-
posal.

Several institutions were used to
justify funding this dubious research
and brainwashing children. Fuller The-
ological Seminary is a Christian funda-
mentalist college with anti-gay alumni
including Billy Graham, Jerry Falwell
and Rekers. Logos Research Institute is
a "religious-right" think-tank promot-
ing fundamentalist "science;' currently
funding the edited edition of Darwin's
Origin of Species from actor Kirk
Cameron and his colleague Ray Com-
fort (known as YouTube's "Banana Guy"
for claiming bananas disprove evolu-
tion). Green used Stony Brook to get
most of the NIMH grants and to do
most of the clerical, statistical and ad-
ministrative work of this "study." Most
of the brainwashing went on at UCLA,
though such other efforts happened at
New York City's Luke's Research Hospi-
tal's Childhood Gender Identity Unit
(funded through the Roosevelt Insti-
tute).

Green and Rekers required patients
through mental health practitioners
who knew of prepubescent children
who didn't conform to gender stereo-
types-mainly feminine boys, though
there were some masculine girls. Some
were referred by school authorities for
gender nonconformity, some brought in
by parents.

Children were diagnosed using
pseudoscientific "gender tests" includ-
ing the "Barlow Gender-Specific Motor
Test," using stereotypes to "measure"
gender identity by whether children
sit/stand/move like men or women
"should.' Diagnosed with "pathological
gender development," they would be
recommended for invasive behavior
modification, including placement in
special playrooms where they would be
repeatedly coached to choose gender-
stereotypical toys with staff spying
through mirrors. Behaviorists like
Shasta Mead directly interacted with
children, slowly gaining trust to rein-

force stereotypical behavior, repeatedly
suggesting they would rather wear or
play with the "right" items. Children
were made to wear wrist counters to
monitor whenever they thought about
playing with the "wrong" toys. Rewards
and demerits were issued for "right" and
"wrong" choices. Patients were enlisted
to police childrens' choices, throw out
toys, force boys out of the kitchen and
"steer" children more toward stereotyp-
ical choices at home as well as in the fa-
cility. This would go on until the child
was declared "cured." '

This project was declared "success-
ful;' though it succeeded only in trau-
matizing children. "Becky," for example,
was declared "successfully cured;' be-
cause the eight-year-old saw a male or-
derly old enough to be her father as her
"boyfriend:' The "poster child,";' called
Kraig by Rekers and Kyle by Green, at-
tempted suicide. This didn't stop ex-
pansion of "Gender Identity Disorder"
(GID) and "Gender Identity Disorder of
Childhood" (GIDc) diagnoses of
pathologized/transgender/gender-non-
conforming people, no matter how
emotionally healthy. The DSM-IV
guidelines even specify boy playing with
Barbie as a "symptom."

Stony Brook's administration de-
nies Green ever taught there, despite the
NIMH grants archived in Phyllis
Burke's book Gender Shock, kept in the
campus library, and Green thanking his
Stony Brook staff in his book The Sissy
Boy Syndrome, with several still work-
ing there today.

In 1980 Dylan Scholinski, a young
transgender man then named Daphne,
was incarcerated in psychiatric institu-
tions for four years for "Gender Identity
Disorder:' His memoir The Last Time I
Wore A Dress shows his school reported
him to psychiatrists and he was diag-
nosed using the Barlow Gender Motor
Test and treatment including forced
makeovers. In 2000, a six-year-old
child was taken away from loving par-
ents for "exacerbating a mental disor-
der." The "disorder?" Aurora Lipscomb
told her parents she was not a boy but
was a girl, and her parents supported
her decision to live as a girl. Because
her parents "exacerbated" her "gender
identity disorder" the court took Aurora
from loving parents and put her in a
household where for four years she was
forced to live as a Christian boy rather
than a Jewish girl.

Currently, there's a push to rewrite
the DSM to make it even more patho-

logical toward transgender, gender-
nonconforming and intersex people.

These changes were proposed by
Ken Zucker and Ray Blanchard.
Zucker's been pathologizing LGBTI
people for many years, has run the
Clarke Gender Institute (whose han-
dling oftransgender and intersex popu-
lations have so angered both
communities that some activists call it
"Jurassic Clarke") and, as an expert in
the Lipscomb case, recommended the
court take Aurora Lipscomb from her
family. Blanchard mentored J. Michael
Bailey, author of a racist, LGBTI-phobic
book called The Man Who Would Be
Queen, and advocate for selective abor-
tion of "gay babies." Blanchard helped
write the discredited gender theories
Bailey based his book on, and both and
belong to eugenicist think-tank the
Human Biodiversity Institute, whose
membership include people from the
anti-immigrant group VDARE and the
author of The Bell Curve, which claimed
African-Americans were intellectually
inferior.

The proposed changes include re-
naming GID "Gender Incongruity Dis-
order;' putting anyone who, in any way,
steps outside gender stereotypes at risk
for being declared a sufferer of a mental
disorder, not only transgender people
but also possibly gay, lesbian and bisex-
ual people, as well as feminine men and
masculine women. These proposals
also include adding intersex to the list
of gender disorders. This makes no
sense as intersex is a physical variation
(being biologically in between male and
female) having nothing to do with men-
tal health.

The APA has opened the revision of
DSM-V for public comment until April
20. 2010. I urge everyone to contact the
APA at www.dsm5.org/Pages/De-
fault.aspx and tell them not to add these
anti-trans/anti-intersex changes to the
DSM, and keep pressure on the APA
even after that date.
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Wrestling 111: TheReturno Jrry,,the ng, .
By Nick Matthews

Today, the World Wrestling Enter-
tainment (WWE) is desperately looking
for the next great entertainer. They
don't scout acting schools for wrestlers
though, they look for athletes and ex-
pect them to memorize lines and act.
They must think that it is impossible to
entertain people with actual wrestling
because more than half of the show is
talking now.

There is a special guest host each
week on Monday Night Raw. Half the
time, all they do is bring in a celebrity
who doesn't know anything about
wrestling, to host the show. All the host
cares about is plugging their latest book,
movie or show, and the WWE desper-
ately wants some publicity. The WWE
wants to be a hybrid of the sports world
and the entertainment world, but all
they've done is become the laughing
stock of both.

Total Nonstop Action (TNA) on
Spike TV is no better. I used to watch
TNA, but had to give up for my own
sanity. It is a wrestling show only in
name. I have at some point on a TNA
show seen a match in which the winner
got a wedding ring and got to marry
one of the ring girls. I've also seen a
man dressed in a shark costume known
as "Shark Boy," who bites people in the
ass as a signature move, and a former
world champion in therapy sessions
each week for two months to help him
with his violent behavior. I don't give a
rat's ass about a grown man's therapy
session, I want to see him beat people
up.

The reason people go to a wrestling
show is because they have a natural
blood lust, and want to see two big,

strong men beat the holy hell out of
each other. As far as I'm concerned,
TNA is just as bad, if not worse, than
WWE.

This leaves mixed martial arts

(MMA) and Ultimate Fighting Cham-
pionship (UFC). They do not predeter-
mine their bouts, but their fighters are
promoted as stars in a similar fashion to
professional wrestling. ,FC is not as
ridiculous as professional wrestling
today, but their fighters only fight once
or twice a year, while WWE stars wres-tle over 200 times a year. Shooters (old
school, legitimate wrestlers) wrestled
several times a day at their carnivals,
and that does not include the bouts they

would have against other
world renowned shooters of
their time.

People do not realize that
virtualy every submission used
in MMA came from catch as
catch can wrestling (amateur
wrestling plus submissions
and some striking). The Jiu-
Jitsu and Judo guys took most
of their holds from catch as
catch can wrestling (also
known as "catch"), and re-
named them.

Wrestlers have been using
the double wrist lock for thou-
sands of years, but when The evolt

Masahiko Kimura defeated
Helio Gracie with a double wrist lock,
the Jiu-Jitsu guys renamed the hold a
"Kimura" lock and called it their own.
"The Kimura" is recognized as an orig-
inal Jiu-Jitsu hold. Please, Henry VIII
used the double wrist lock to win a
wrestling match in England hundreds
of years before anyone ever heard of Jiu-
Jitsu.

A triangle hold was called a figure-
four before Judo even existed. All other
martial arts have been inspired by catch,
but no one practices the original any-
more. They just practice the styles that
have come from it. This is because catch
wrestling gradually transformed into
entertainment wrestling, and now
wrestling" is a dirty word. When peo-

ple hear about wrestling, they think
about big neanderthals fake punching
each other.

Most oftoday's combat sports prac-
titioners are wrapped up in a much
more finesse style. They take kickbox-
ing classes and learn muay thai. Those
are both effective and exciting in their
own way, but punches and kicks are

much more flashy and can be seen in

other combat sports. And that's com
ing from a huge boxing and MMA
(mixed martial arts) fan with years of

experience training in boxing and Judo.
Therendbe an organization

that focuses on grappling, and utilizes
catch style. Catch wrestling was the
most popular sport in America for a
long time, and it can no doubt be at least
moderately popular today.

There is Ring of Honor, which is a
small, independently run wrestling pro-
motion in the United States. You can
watch it online at HdNet or subscribe
on Youtube. I highly recommend it, and
wish everyone would show their sup-
port to a wrestling organization that

ution of wrestling

takes itself seriously. Although Ring of
Honor does utilize a new style profes-
sional wrestling, of all the wrestling
companies around today, it is as close to
serious action as there is.

I will admit, I have seen things in
Ring of Honor that are certainly cringe-
worthy, and it may not be that great of a
show overall. However, compared to the
cross dressers, leprechauns, and strip-
per look-alikes in the other major
wrestling promotions, C-SPAN pro-
vides better action.

Do not take this the wrong way. I
have never said, nor will I ever say, that
the wrestling you see in WWE or TNA
is fake. It is predetermined, and some-
times entire shows are scripted. How-
ever, I have been trained and have
performed entertainment wrestling,
and the wrestlers you see on T.V. are the
some of the toughest people on the
planet.

They are taught to take inhuman
amounts of pain. Try and take just one
flat back bump (falling flat on your back
without rolling into or bracing your fall
in any way), and tell me otherwise.
They live everyday of their life in an un-
believable amount of pain just to enter-
tain their fans, and they deserve the
utmost respect.

However, the people running the
wrestling companies, writing the shows
and putting this crap on television
shouldn't even be allowed to watch
wrestling (they probably don't anyway
or else they would know better). There
shouldn't even be writers or a script on
a wrestling show. It is not a sitcom or a
late night talk show, it is a wrestling
show! It is so far gone that I sometimes
wonder what I am doing with my life.

You cannot script wrestling. When
Ric Flair talked on the microphone, it
was. natural. Dusty Rhodes was himself.

Superstar Billy Graham was himself.
They are just amped up versions of
themselves. They turned the volume up
on aspects of their personality to bring
out a reaction from the crowd, but they
are still themselves.

If there was a writer feeding them
lines, they would never have developed
the outrageous personas they did be-
cause it would be a writer's creation, not
their own. Wrestlers appear larger than
life, extraordinary and unique because
they are, not because they act like it.

I do not expect anyone working for
a major wrestling promotion to read
this and truly take it to heart. Why
should they listen to me? My objective
is to reach out to you. The person who
the wrestling companies want to watch
their shows and buy their pay per views.
Do not do it. You have the choice to flip
the channel and not support modern
day professional wrestling.

Show these promoters that you
want wrestling, not sports entertain-
ment, and when there is a show that
does provide wrestling, throw it all of
your support. Professional wrestling
can still be enjoyable and entertaining
while maintaining it's credibility as a
sport. Wrestling companies just need to
stop treating the sport like a joke.

There are thousands of professional
wrestlers in the world today, which is
still a relatively small number, but there
are even far less shooters or at least suc-
cessful ones. I currently do not watch
any professional wrestling except Ring
of Honor, and I do watch UFC. Not be-
cause it's real, but because they take
themselves seriously and they do not in-
sult me by expecting me to watch a
product where a 77-year-old woman
gives birth to a human hand.

Yes, that really happened too.
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By tan Tomas

In years past, finding more than a
couple thousand Stony Brook students
who even know the names of more than
one player on the basketball team was
probably an exercise in futility. But this
wasn't a normal year, and as that num-
ber of fans packed a raucous a Stony
Brook University Arena on March 18,
things seemed to be different for once.

And even hundreds more were
turned away for the program's first post-
season game in Division I, something
that seemed nearly impossible just five
years ago when coach Steve Pikiell
headed a group that finished with a 4-
24 record.

But by Pikiell installing a base of
hard-working players and a never-say-
die mentality that started to spread even
outside the locker room, a victory here
versus the number one seed Illinois
Fighting Illini didn't even seem too un-
realistic.

Illinois certainly had the history,
the Big Ten pedigree and NCAA Tour-
nament aspirations that led the school
to schedule Cirque du Soleil at their
home stadium for the weekend, forcing

By Jason Wirchin

In the wake of the Binghamton
University basketball program's fall
from grace over the past year, a group
of university faculty members are col-
lecting signatures to press the school to
drop its Division I athletics status.

Signed by nearly 20 faculty mem-
bers, the statement recommended that
the faculty senate decide on whether the
school should remain in Division I, ac-
cording to the New York Times.

The letter also noted outgoing Uni-
versity President Lois B. DeFleur's failed
attempts to control the basketball pro-
gram as well as her desire to promote
athletics at the expense of academic re-
sponsibilities.

"Lois B. DeFleur's two-decades-
long tenure as president of Binghamton
University has ended in real harm to the
university's reputation and pride";' the
letter said, according to the New York
Times.

the NIT first round game to be played
at Stony Brook instead, but it was un-
clear if they had the same hunger as
Stony Brook.

The Seawolves came out fired up,
scoring the first seven points and trad-
ing the lead back and forth with the
Fighting Illini for most of the first half,
where they trailed by just two points
when the buzzer rang.

Keying off of turnovers and putting
up points in the paint despite lacking an
obvious counter to the height of the Illi-
nois frontcourt, Stony Brook kept up
the pace and hoped to match that
tempo after halftime.

But whether it was the size differ-
ence, or just the wear and tear of facing
a much deeper and physical team than
is typically found in the America East,
the Seawolves started to fade as the sec-
ond half began. The Fighting Illini
opened with a 17-7 run, and despite a
number of impressive plays by Chris
Martin and Brian Dougher, the Sea-
wolves couldn't keep up.

As Illinois continued to clean up on
the boards as Stony Brook searched for
that big three point play that had car-
ried the team through its school record
22 wins this year, the eventual writing
was written on the wall. As the clock

SDeFleu r, who hasserved as univer
sity president since 1990, will retire at
the end of the spring 2010 semester.
She will leave behind an athletics pro-
gram whose reputation has taken a

Water!

wound down, the Fighting Illini just
stayed afloat, and finished with an even-
tual 76-66 victory.

However, not one of those four
thousand fans likely left in disappoint-
ment, as the excitement on the court
was nearly palpable.

"We can pretty much compete with
anyone in the country;' said Dougher
following the game. "We will miss the
leadership of our seniors here, but the

large hit under hertenure, after several
reports accused the basketball team's
players and staff of breaching ethical
standards.

SUNY Chancellor Nancy Zimpher
will make recommendations on March
23 on how to deal with the Binghamton
scandal, a decision that faculty mem-
bers hope their letter can influence.

"Withdrawal from membership in
Division I is in the interest of this uni-
versity that aspires to be a 'premier'
public research institution," the letter
said, according to the New York Times.

The statement also admonished
university leadership for covering up
mistakes in its athletics program instead
of confronting them, the New York
Times said.

The university fields 21 Division I
teams, all of which have avoided nega-
tive media spotlight except for men's
basketball. This being the case, some
Binghamton students said they see an
exit from Division I as the wrong move.

"Why should the university punish
the other sports teams for the faults of

future is bright here.'
And that future will be tested next

year, as expectations are sure to
be higher than ever.

"This isn't a lacrosse town any-
more;' said Pikiell in the post-game
press conference. "We're trying to make
it a basketball town'

For that night, it certainly was, and
if Pikiell has his way, there will be many
more as the calendar turns to next fall.

men's basketball?" said Jordan Schiff, a
senior economics major at Binghamton.
"There have been many fine accom-
plishments when it comes to the other
teams here. To punish the masses for
the faults of a few does no good to any-
body"

Schiff also suggested that leaving
Division I, which includes rival Stony
Brook University, may come across as a
simple solution to an institutional prob-
lem.

"It's going to take time for the men's
basketball team to return to successful
form,"' Schiff said. "Still, it can be
achieved without leaving D-1. In fact, it
would be even more impressive. Drop-
ping down to D-3 would just be the easy
way out:'

John Hartrick, Associate Director
of Athletics for Communications at
Binghamton, could not be reached for
comment.
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DO YOU HAVE A SHORT FILM)
WANT TO MAKE ONED

WHAT ARE YOU DOINC, BUDDY?

G6T OFF YOUR BUM-lUM AND SUtMIT TO iH
DAWN OF THE MONSTER ATTACK

FILM FESTIVAL!

SUBMIT YOUR DIGITAL FILM TO
THE STONY BROOK PRESS OFFICE

STUDENT UNION ROOM 060
OR BY MAIL TO

DAWN OF THE MONSTER ATTACK
FILM FESTIVAL

296 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768 ,

(HAND SUBMISSIONS PREFERRED),,

/ // ...

ACC E PTAB L E FORMATS:
DVD (VIDEO OR DATA)

DV TAPE (PLEASE CUE TO FILM)

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
APRIL 13, 2010

IERN wexru
YOUR NAME HERE

WHAT TO
INCLUDE:

DIRECTOR'S NAME
PHONE#
E-MAIL

ENTRANTS WILL
BE NOTIFIED OF

INCLUSION
WITHIN A WEEK
OF SUBMISSION

DID W5 SAY WHEATP W MIAN7

ALL THE WHEAT YOU CAN EATq
TENTATIVE FESTIVAL DATE: APRIL 17, 2010


